
Looking for sports or play surfacing  
for your school, nursery or playground... 
but not sure which one to choose?

We know choosing the right sports or play surfacing can be a real challenge, so 
Bradleys Surfacing Systems is here to help!

Sports, such as football, tennis and cricket require extremely accurate surfaces for a 
high level of play and surfacing needs to be durable and functional, whilst offering a 
comfortable playing experience. For play areas, surfacing should be soft and durable, 
whilst being easy to maintain, with a focus on safety and critical fall requirements. 

But, with so many products on the market with different applications, it can be 
difficult to know which type of surface is right for your educational facility. 

As part of the service provided by Bradleys Surfacing Systems, we’ve searched the 
market for the best products in terms of quality and assurance and compiled a brief 
review to help you make an informed decision.

For further information or a quotation, please contact Tom Bradley

07810 222499 / 0121 794 3213  info@surfacingsystems.co.uk



This 12mm texturised monofilament is categorised as an ITF 4 
medium fast surface. It’s a great tennis surface for educational 
facilities that are looking to use the surface for multi-sport 
applications too. With up to a 10-year guarantee, Grandplay  
is a great alternative to other similar products on the market.

SPORTS PRODUCTS

GrandPlay, Playrite

LANDSCAPING PRODUCTS

Domo® Hockey Extreme MDC Ultra,  
Domo® Sports Grass

This is a fantastic hockey surface, but it’s also considered one 
of the best multi-use products on the market at the moment. 
The surface is suitable for hockey, tennis, netball, football and 
general sports use. Its polymer blended Polyethylene fibre 
makes it extremely durable, as well as soft to touch, and a  
good investment for educational settings.

SPORTS PRODUCTS

Ecocept, TigerTurf

TenCate Ecocept™ is a seamlessly paved base layer, made 
with recycled waste plastics and waste rubber to provide high 
performance attributes for sports applications. Ecocept offers 
a more sustainable alternative to traditional pitch construction 
techniques as it makes use of recycled materials and can also 
be made using end-of-life synthetic turf. Not only does Ecocept 
provide a structurally stable base with sports performance 
qualities, but it also has excellent water management 
properties, allowing for improved drainage.

Domo® Naturafill, Domo® Sports Grass

If you’re looking for an alternative infill for 3G pitches rather 
than SBR rubber crumb (recycled tyres), then this may be 
the answer. This cork infill is 100% natural, fully recyclable, 
odourless and still performs very well, tested to FIFA Quality 
and FIFA Quality Pro, as well as IRB 22. It also creates a cooler 
surface – 30% cooler than traditional in-filled pitches.

Copyright Domo® Sports Grass

Copyright Domo® Sports Grass

Meadow, Turfworks

If you’re looking for the ultimate in a natural looking synthetic 
turf for landscaping, then Meadow is an excellent option.  
It combines four tones of green (most products have two) with 
beige to create a very realistic product. It’s relatively long at 
50mm height, making it soft and great to play on – this is ideal 
for an early years/nursery setting.

Point elastic sports floors, PVP

PVP’s range of point elastic sports floors offer an indoor surface 
ideal for school multi-use. The highest quality rolls consist of 
rubber matting, combined with a Polyurethane top coat.  
A flexible system, the depth of base layer determines the 
amount of cushioning and the PU coating gives a seamless top 
surface. Point elastic sports floors are suitable for basketball, 
badminton, netball, football and tennis. Available in a range  
of colours.


